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To: David Thodey  
CEO Telstra Corporation. 
 
Re: TIO Ref 12/105497, and Telstra Reference No:  SR 1-9125472224 
 
The following response was sent by your Level 2 Conciliation operative named ‘Gareth’ … to 
the TIO representing Telstra’s findings and offer to settle this ongoing dispute. 
 
 ‘Gareth’ rang and spoke to me on the 27th June about his findings but without the detail 
contained in his TIO response.   I am still to receive any formal advice from Telstra to its 
findings to the TIO submission. 
 
The conversation with ‘Gareth’ was curt, dismissive, and instructive as to his findings.   
 
Given that it was recorded I suggest you listen to the conversation to get a full appreciation 
of ‘Gareth’s’ understanding as he put the details of the dispute.   The conversation lasted 45 
min’s or so and covered a number of areas outside the dispute considerations. 
 
Let me say – ‘Gareth’ saw the problem from a perspective that was totally divorced from 
what the complaint was really about. When I asked him if he had perused all the material 
forwarded including the ‘.xlsx spreadsheet file attached that had extrapolated all my bill 
history since 2003 - he claimed he never received the file from the TIO.  The TIO claim that 
they sent over all the files I sent them and this has been confirmed again with the TIO 
 
When I asked if he had read the notes attached to his record of disputed bills and the 
reasons the adjustment were made – he also hedged and evaded direct responses.   
 
I asked the TIO officer to forward me ‘Gareth’s response and it appears below. 
 
At the outset - I am deeply offended by some comments and accusations made by your 
employee.   Please refer to the copy of the text below and my comments in response to get 
a better understanding of the points of reference used in making the statements hereto.   
[My comments are in Italic and bold typeface.] 
 

 
Sent: Wednesday, 27 June 2012 12:36 PM 

To: Brian D'Souza 

Subject: RE: Level 2 Conciliation - 12/105497 - Ian Bleys - SR 1-91295472224 - L1 Closed/sat 

 
Hi Brian,  

 

Telstra Reference: SR 1-91295472224 

TIO Reference:  12/105497 

 

I am writing to you in response to the complaint for Mr Ian Bleys, Telstra has 

investigated Mr Bleys account and note the following: 

 

 Bundle History: 
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o He has an ADSL service (bleyzieb@bigpond.net.au) and landline 

(0741941081) single billed on the T-Bundle Connector Edge (500GB) 

bundle under account 2000168710935 

o This bundle has been active on his account since 04/04/2012 

o Prior to this he was on the Telstra Complete Home 200GB Bundle (Active 

10/01/2012 removed 02/04/2012) 

o Prior to this he was on the Telstra Complete Home 500GB Bundle (Active 

23/12/2011 removed 09/01/2012) 

o Prior to this he was on the Telstra Complete Home 200GB Bundle (Active 

11/12/2011 removed 21/12/2011) 

o Prior to this he was on the Telstra Complete Home 500GB Bundle (Active 

22/11/2011 removed 10/12/2011) 

o Prior to this he was on the Telstra Complete Home 200GB Bundle (Active 

10/08/2011 removed 21/11/2011) 

o Prior to this he was on the Telstra Complete Home 500GB Bundle (Active 

26/07/2011 removed 09/08/2011) 

o Prior to this he was on the Telstra Complete Home 200GB Bundle (Active 

12/07/2011 removed 25/07/2011) 

o Prior to this he was on the Telstra Complete Home 100GB Bundle (Active 

09/07/2011 removed 11/07/2011) 

o Prior to this he was on the HOME ULTIMATE Bundle - 200GB (Active 

26/04/2011 removed 07/07/2011) 

o Prior to this he was on the HOME ULTIMATE Bundle - 100GB (Active 

18/11/2010 removed 25/04/2011) 

 

All these upgrade/downgrade bundle changes were requested on the need for 
additional download usage – or a return to the original 200GB bundle plan at the 
beginning of the new billing cycle.  There was nothing illegal in the requests and quite 
within the terms of the Telstra terms and conditions of service.  
 
…continues … 
 
 Credits: 

o $69.95 on invoice 297587746 

o $980.00 on invoice 409366836 

o $911.34 on invoice 521914022 

o $20.00 on invoice 591051768 

o $10.00 on invoice 678434425 

o $450.00 on invoice 706792774 

o $75.00 on invoice 737511324 

o TOTAL Credits Applied = $2516.29 

 

It is important to understand that these ‘credit adjustments’ were made by Telstra 
staff willingly, and in the light of identified and argued ‘overcharge’ amounts.   
 
The staff who authorised the ‘adjustments’ were from the complaints resolution 
center, and the general customer service staff.   
 
The reasons  as to why these credits were applied cover issues arising from a 
disruption to my Telstra/Bigpond service, a billing error made by the Telstra Billing 
system, or to help offset the time invested in having the ‘overcharge’, and other service 
issues resolved.   
 

mailto:bleyzieb@bigpond.net.au
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‘Gareth’ makes no comment on the reasons these credits were made and when asked 
in his conversation when he rang to advise of his findings, he refused to discuss these 
specifics and went on to repeat his argument about my average $38 dollar monthly 
account and so on.  
Please listen to the recorded tape to confirm what he had to say when confronted with 
these matters.  
 
On one occasion the above ‘credits’ relates to a Bigpond security outage that resulted 
in three e-mail accounts being compromised and shutdown.  On this matter – in Dec 
2011 and settled in Jan 2012 – I was asked to sign a release form with I complied with 
as a part of the settlement reached.   
 
So - for ‘Gareth’ just to add up the total adjustments made to the account and claim 
that it has reduce the amount paid  for the service as per his quote reproduced below- 
 
“Due to the extensive credits on the account, poor payment history (averaging 

$38.31 per month, which does not meet the minimum commitment of any bundles 

he has been on), Telstra believes he has been adequately credited for the charges he 

has received (although no billing errors could be identified, only pro rata)” 

 
… ‘Gareth’s’ comments clearly have him delusional in his assumption that I have a 
‘poor payment history’.    
 
It may be a ‘poor’ choice of words, but they have ‘intent and meaning’ in the context of 
how he has presented this summation back to the TIO, and his comments made to me 
when he called. 
 
 I have taken great offence at the comments and their implication.  ‘Gareth’ clearly has 
no understanding of the background to this dispute.   
 
I’ve been a Telstra client for 35+ years and never had a late payment.   ‘Poor Payment 
history’ indeed, this can be seen as slanderous in any context t is presented.   
 
I request you ask how much of the ‘adjustment’ history noted on the account as 
referenced in the complaint was actually investigated by ‘Gareth’.   
 
…continues … 
  
 Payments: 

o Mr Bleys has made payments totalling $1072.95 to the account over the 

entire length that the account has been active (first invoice was issued 

17/02/2010) 

 

 Over the 28 months Mr Bleys’ total payments average out to $38.31 per month 

(this is less than the price of the ADSL service as a stand-alone service, let alone 

the landline and the bundles) 

 
This comment again clearly demonstrates that the context of the dispute has not been 
fully understood – rather than assess the average of the bill payments made to find 
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‘poor payment record’ – the focus should be on why has Telstra made ‘adjustment 
credits’ to the accounts in the first place. 
 
All the bills issued throughout the 28 month period mentioned above were billed for 
the full cost of the Bundle plan and additional line charges.   
 
Whatever credits that were applied to offset the bill amount are the reason the dispute 
exists.  It goes to the regularity in which ‘billing errors were made’ on the account, and 
my efforts to have those ‘errors’ corrected to reflect accurate ‘outstanding account 
totals’.   
 
Why those credits were applied is the question ‘Gareth’ should have been 
investigating.  He clearly was either given instructions to ignore those facts – or was 
inexperienced at this level of dispute resolution.  In any case - he has attempted to 
slandered my reputation in a public way with the TIO, and caused an extension to my 
own personal anguish and distress connected with this and the many previous disputes 
already settled. 
 
Regardless of what my average bill cost calculates out as – and what the total value of 
so called ‘credits’ amount to – I call them adjustments – they were Telstra made credit 
payments for fair and valid reason.   
 
Unless you can give good alternative reasons as to why countless Telstra staff have 
just willingly handed all those credits to my account – there can be only one conclusion 
– Telstra made errors in their billing accounts, and service disruptions. 
 
‘Gareth’ never investigated the reasons for those credits in any visible way that is 
reflected in his letter to the TIO.  His whole response is a ‘bully’ attempt to intimidate 
and crush any investigation that had merit and substance when claims were made that 
Telstra have a ‘billing problem’ when Bundle Plan changes are made.   
 
This has been confirmed to me by Telstra customer staff.  Comments made indicated 
that there is a human element to the process of the pro-charges being applied, and if 
that human element gets the days/dates wrong – it results in an overcharge.  In my 
case the record of errors when Bundle Plan changes have been requested is 100%. 
 
…continues … 
 
 From the notation on the account and from the letter from Leonard Fullarton Mr 

Bleys appears to be confused and disputing the pro-rata charges on his account, 

the pro-rata charges on his account have appeared every time he has changed 

his bundle (see the above bundle history), he would have received a charge for 

the new bundle from the time the change is made until the end of the billing cycle 

then the month in advance 

 

Again – these comments prove that ‘Gareth’ had no idea what the dispute was really 
about.  I was never disputing the process of the pro-rata charges – just the value 
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calculated for the advance payments made, and the value of the new charges which 
always resulted in an overcharging.   
 
Given all the correspondence sent to Mr Thodey’s office relative to this dispute since 
Apr 2012, the ensuringconversations with Mr Fullarton and his letter dated 30th Apr 
2012, and the letter from Peter Devenish dated 18th May 2012, and the several 
conversations had with Troy (D-350970) who I might add was really the only Telstra 
operative who understood what my complaint was about, this ‘Gareth’ person was 
asked to speak with Troy to get a better understanding of the dispute during our 
conversation. 
 
In an attempt to contact Troy today, 2nd July 2012, the receptionist Karen gave me the 
following reasons why he could not come to the phone – 
 

1. Firstly I was advise that Troy was in a meeting and Karen did not know when he 
would be able to get to the phone. 

2. Next Karen advised that Gareth was available to talk to me an dI indicated that 
I wanted to speak to Troy to establish if Gareth had indeed talked to Troy since 
our conversation.  I advised that I did not wish to talk to Gareth at this stage, 
but wanted to know if and when Troy would be available. 

3. After a short eriod I was advised by Karen that Troy had ‘moved on’.  I avised 
Karen that Gareth had advised that Troy was being moved to another area in 
complex assessments and I advised that I could wait for 5 minutes while she 
tracked him down. 

4. I was then advised that Troy was not available and that she wanted to put me 
through to a team leader.  This all took around 30 min’s and all I was able to 
accomplish was that someone would ring me by the end of the day to talk to 
me about the matter.   

5. This call was made at around 10:00am, and again I am expected to wait around 
for a call from Telstra to resolve the reasons for the call in the first place.   

 
 
‘Gareth’ is your staff member – during our phone conversation last week I asked him 
how long he had been with Telstra and he said four years – I asked him did he know 
how far my back my billing issues went – he had no idea.  I told him about the .exls file 
sent to him showed my billing history and errors going back to 2003.  He claimed that 
the TIO did not send him over the file, I told him I have a TIO letter telling me that they 
sent over everything I had sent to the TIO.  I don’t believe that Gareth was being 
honest when he claimed that he had read all the data sent over by the TIO. 
 
… continues … 
 
 This was explained to Mr Bleys in the letter from Leonard Fullarton 

 

Mr Fullarton’s letter did not explain what he promised to do.  
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All Mr Fullarton did in his correspondence was outline the bill charges as they appeared on 
the bill – he did not do a calculation to establish the pro-rata- charges were incorrect – or 
at least he did not admit to the error.  Adjustments were made for the error but Mr 
Fullarton did not acknowledge these errors in his letter. 
 
What he did say was that a credit would be applied to the account – this is a denial of a 
non-denial – I claimed that the pro-rata charges were incorrect – he agreed to not agree 
but issue a credit for the error anyway. 

 
… continues … 

 

 

 This is not a billing issue or error, this is an issue surrounding Mr Bleys’ 

understanding of Telstra’s billing 

 

Yes this is a billing issue or error – every adjustment made to the account has been as a 
result of a ‘billing calculation error’ relating to the pro-rata charges. 

 
… continues … 

 
 Telstra has reviewed the invoices issued to Mr Bleys and there are no errors, he is 

being billed in accordance with the bundle he is on during that time (however due 

to frequently changing his bundle he receives pro-rata charges frequently)  

 
If Gareth calls what he did a review of the invoices as matched against the evidence 
submitted, he is clearly out of his depth. 

 
… continues … 

 
 Due to the extensive credits on the account, poor payment history (averaging 

$38.31 per month, which does not meet the minimum commitment of any 

bundles he has been on), Telstra believes he has been adequately credited for the 

charges he has received (although no billing errors could be identified, only pro 

rata)  

 
‘Adequately credited’ – once again Gareth demonstrated his inability to grasp or ask a 
question of himself as to why the credits/adjustments were made in the first place.  These 
are words for words sake – they have no context in light of the evidence submitted. 

 
… continues … 

 
 I have attached the latest invoice on the account to this response that shows Mr 

Bley’s is being charged in accordance with his current bundle. This shows the T-

Bundle Connector Edge bundle charging at $130.00 per month as per Telstra 

advertising, call charges for the landline and no charges for the ADSL (indicating 

correctly bundled services) he is then receiving a $20.00 reoccurring bundle 

discount that reduces the charge to $110.00 per month as agreed.  

 There have been periods when Mr Bleys has changed bundles where there was a 

few days delay in the new bundle being provisioned due to administrative errors, 

however the credits applied have far outweighed the individual service charges 

received during these periods.  
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Finally a mild concession – but with it came a backhander that positions Telstra out of 
touch with consumer complaints about the billing errors, and the overcharging that occurs 
with monotonous regularity. 

 
… continues … 

 
 The balance of the account is $84.46, Telstra considers this balance valid and 

payable.  

 No further credits will be applied to Mr Bleys’ account as Mr Bleys has been over 

credited in relation to the disputed yet valid pro-rata charges 

 
This is an insult comment – an offer of $130 was made by Mr Fullarton, confirmed by Mr 
Peter Devenish, and now with the stroke of a pen, ‘Gareth’ believes that he has the 
authority and petulance to override that previous offer and punish me with his statement 
– ‘no further credits will be applied’ - how does he come to this conclusion basis his 
numerous errors in understanding what this dispute is truly about? 
 

Telstra have made contact with Mr Bleys and explained the situation, Mr Bleys believes 

there is still a billing error at hand as he is disputing the fact that he cannot change his 

usage allowance for his BigPond service without the entire bundle needing to be 

changed, I have advised Mr Bleys that this is how Telstra bills for the bundle as the 

usage limit for the BigPond is directly related to the bundle provisioned on the account, I 

have advised him that this is an internal business decision to bill in this manner.  

 

Again ‘Gareth’ has got it wrong in his assessment of what this dispute is about – I have 
made suggestions to many Telstra staff involved with these disputes over the period these 
billing errors have been happening. Some staff have agreed and confirmed that there is a 
‘human’ involvement in the processing of these pro-rata’ amounts and that all aspects of 
the Bundle Plan were subject to the ‘pro-rata’ process. 
 
That suggestion was that if the billing errors were a product of the pro-rata adjustments – 
would it not be better to just offer increased usage packs independent of the Bundle Plan 
changes.  Many of the Telstra staff agreed with the idea and said they would take it to 
their Management. 
 
In this summation paragraph by Gareth – he claims that I am disputing –  
 
‘he is disputing the fact that he cannot change his usage allowance for his BigPond service without the 

entire bundle needing to be changed, 
 
… again I am not disputing the Telstra billing process – just that it produces flawed and 
erroneous accounts.   
 

Regards, 
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From my perspective this matter remains unresolved.  I do hope that when the information 
provided hereto is read and understood that Telstra will review their decision. 
 
During the conversation I had with Gareth – he invited me to take my business elsewhere.  I 
also found this to be extremely prejudicial and inflamed an already tense conversation. 
 
I say again, my loyalty to Telstra is unquestioned – some 35+ years and my greater concern 
is that the billing problems I have repeatedly bought to your attention go unfixed despite 
my pleas that all I want is a billing invoice that is correct and does not require monthly 
scrutiny to verify its correctness.  
 
I await your further responses. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ian Bleys. 


